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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED

SOON THEREAFTER ENTERED USSR AS METAL WORKER IN RESEARCH SHOP. 30 APRIL 1961 MARRIED OIGI MARINA NIKOLAYEVA PUSAKOVA OR PUSAKOVA BORN 19 JULY 1941 MINSK EMPLOYED AS METAL TECHNICIAN.

HAD BEEN

2. THOUGH OSWALD APPLYING EXIT VISAS USER SINCE OCTOBER 1961, DATE VISAS ISSUED AND TRAVEL ROUTE EX-USER NOT ESTABLISHED. IN LETTER FROM MINSK TO U.S. MARINE CORPS 22 MARCH 1962 SUBJECT ADVISED IE AVAILABLE IN U.S. SOONER AFTER 15 MAY 1962. BELIEVE ENTERED U.S. CIRCA JUNE 1962. FURTHER TRAVEL DETAILS WILL BE CABLED WHEN AVAILABLE.

3. BECAUSE OF OBVIOUS SIGNIFICANCE ANY SUBPAP INFORMATION WHICH BEARS ON PRESIDENT'S ASSASSINATION ADDED TO JAPAN-SOHR'S SOURCES CAREFULLY ALL AUDI...
To: DIRECTOR
From: DIRECTOR
Conf: 3 PART 2
Info: For sterile copy of this document.

SIGNED! Since 22 November 1963 for contents and cable any info so obtained.
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